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Cause for Optimism 

A 
near-record fleet of 102 Op

timists (98 main fleet and four 
novices) gathered at Midmar 

Dam on 12 December for the na
tional championships. The most 
common problem encountered at 
the measuring was that of 
centreboards being too long. The 
fleet was boosted by 15 skippers 
from Zimbabwe (their first ap
pearance since 1981) and the 15-
year-old Portuguese national 
champion Gustavo Lima, who flew 
out especially to prepare himself 
for the forthcoming world cham
pionships. 

Pre-race favourites in the South African 
camp included European champion Alon 
Finkelstein and the only skipper to beat him in 
South Africa this year, Roger Hudson. 

The winds during the regatta were typically 
Midmar - light and switchy, requiring ut
most concentration from the skippers. For
tunately there were no drifters and also the 
dreaded Midmar thunderstorm stayed away, 
so that a fair regatta could be sailed by all. 

The established order was immediately 
upset in race one. Capetonian Sieraj Jacobs 
scored a convincing win over Lima and 
Finkelstein, with established names like Hud
son and defending champion Charles Nankin 
out of the first ten. When Jacobs repeated this 
performance in race 2, with total outsider Luc 
van der Walt of Redhouse Yacht Club second 
and Lima third, the scene was set for a con
tinuing match between the Capetonian and the 
Portuguese, with his only real opposition com
ing from Finkelstein. 

Both Finkelstein and Hudson did not do 
their chances any good with capsizes on the 
downwind legs. Hudson's was particularlyex
pensi ve - caught in a twirlywind on the first 
reach in race two, he dropped from third to 
35th at the finish! Finkelstein capsized on the 
run while leading, but only lost two places. 
Hudson avenged himself by winning race 
three, but thereafter was never really in the 
running, while Lima scored wins in races four 
and five. 

Lima's race five win was taken away from 
him at first because he had forgotten his tally, 
but a sloppily written sailing instruction 
provided a loophole which made a reinstate
ment possible. It was disappointing that Toby 
Runciman was not given the same treatment. 
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Report by Hans Thijsse 
After winning race 6 (picking up a big star

board lift after having to do a 720 penalty at 
the start!) Jacobs went into race 7 with a slim 
3,4 point lead on Lima. No other contender for 
the title remained. 

Gustavo Lima 

• 

Race seven was, unfortunately for Jacobs, 
the worst of the regatta. In an unusual norther
ly wind the weather mark was placed right 
under the shore, resulting in extreme 
windshjfts over the last 50 m to the mark (or 
to the finish). Jacobs was clearly ahead of 
Lima l 00 m before the first weather mark, but 
Lima picked up a gust and a lift to round first 
and although Jacobs bravely fought back to 
get a second (and the title), he was again 
caught by a shift in the last 50 m to the line 
and an elated Portuguese was the new South 
African champion. 

A very popular and deserving champion 
too, with three firsts, three thirds and a dis
carded sixth. The South African skippers can 
also be proud that the world number five did 
not walk all over them, but had to work for his 
victory. 

Finkelstein, in third overall, was probably 
disappointed - after nine nationals a win 
would have been a deserved crown on his 
career. This time he simply did not have the 
edge needed to win a few races. 

Bruce Keen and Ryan Collins (4 and 5) 
showed solid sailing. One of the heavier skip
pers, Keen has matured enough to be able to 
handle light conditions mentally, which made 
all the difference. Collins, as last year, per
formed well when it really mattered (six out 
of seven races in the first ten). 

ABOVE: SA Optimist team for the world championship in Spain in July: Roger 
Hudson Ryan Collins, Bruce Keen, Sieraj Jacobs and David Hooper. 
BELOW; SA team for the European championship in Northern Ireland in August: 
Flynn Robson, Luc van der Walt, Alex Runciman, Gareth Blanckenberg, Sarah 
Nankin, Javier Hermida, Annabel Pilcher, Ilse Langhout. 

The biggest surprise of the nationals (even 
possibly to himself) must have been Van der 
Walt. A seventh in race one (probably a bit of 
luck) a second in race two (twice lucky is still 
possible) and then 7, 5, 14, 14, and 4 to finish 
sixth overall out of98 (can't be all luck). 

And then the Zimbabweans - what a 
surprise to have 15 boats, a large support camp 
and cheers whenever one rounded a mark. 
After finding his feet in the first two races 
Greg Finnegan (of Mazoe) sailed five races in 
the top I O to finish seventh. Anthony Lewis 
was the first wooden boat skjpper in 14th place 
- something we haven't seen since 1982. 
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The fleet was again subdivided in three age 
groups: red (13-15 years), blue (11-12 years) 
and yellow ( 10 and under). Lima, at 15 one of 
the fleet's "old men" won red, blue went to 
Annabel Pilcher (who was also the first girl 
home) and yellow to Paul Willcox, who at nine 
years old sailed with the flair of a veteran. 

The Clark trophy (for the first skipper under 
12) went to Sarah Nankin for the second suc
cessive year. 

Only four skippers sailed in the novice fleet, 
which started five minutes after the main fleet 
and sailed a shorter course. Nicholas van de 
Water (of Redhouse Yacht Club) showed the 

ABOVE: Anthony Lewis of Zimbabwe 
in his wooden boat, something South 
African sailors hadn't seen since 
1982. 

LEFT: Novice fleet winner Nicholas 
van de Water. 

others his transom. 
The regatta was characterised by excellent 

sportsmanship throughout. 720 turns were 
performed without problem and almost no 
protests resulted, which is quite remarkable 
from a seven-race, 98-boat regatta. 

The provincial shield (best province during 
the regatta, with the first three skippers per 
province in each race scoring points) was 
again won by Western Province. With seven 
different skjppers scoring points, they still 
have more depth than the others. WP also won 
the team racing, an event that is often not 
looked forward to, but, once under way, was 
enjoyed by the participating skippers (five per 
province). 

OPTIMIST TEAMS FOR 
INTERNATIONAL COM PETITION 
The recent Optimist national c~ampionship 

was also the final selection event for the 1993 
teams to sail in the world - and European 
championships. 

World Championship at Menorca, 
Spain, 10-23July: Sieraj Jacobs, Bruce Keen, 
David Hooper, Ryan Collins, Roger Hudson. 

European Championship at Newton 
Abbey, Northern Ireland, 31 July - 6 
August: Alex Runciman, Flynn Robson, 
Gareth Blanckenberg, Javier Hermida, Luc 
van der Walt, Sarah Nankjn, Annabel Pilcher, 
Ilse Langhout. 

It must be noted that Charles Nankin also 
qualified for the team to Europe. He has how
ever decided that at 61 kg (and having repre
sented South Africa a record four times in 
South American, US, European and world 
championships) it is time to move on. His 
place is taken by the next eligible skipper, Luc 
van der Walt. 

GOLDST AR RADARS SEA 222 358 channel SSB radio (1 S0W /12V) 
SEAFAX 4000 WEA THERFAX 

R5260 
R2030 
R4484 
R2950 

16 mile GS-916 R4363 
24 mile GS-924M R6256 

§GoldStor 

• Variable Guard Zones with 
Alarms and Position Mouse 

• variable Range Marker 
• Electronic Bearing Line 
• Horizontal Beam Width 4 degrees 

SEA TOR TELEX-OVER RADIO 
COPILOT HANDHELD RADAR 

ONWA K-6017 VHF HANDHELD 
NAVST AR SM-5800 88 channel VHF 

DRAGON KR-80 BUil T-IN 29 MHZ RADIO 
BRILLIANT HANDHELD 29 MHZ RADIO 

NASA RADIOFIX RDF 
NASA DUAL ALARM ECHO SOUNDER 

B&G/NAVST AR 4000 GPS RECEIVER 
COPILOT 1000 GPS RECEIVER 

R599 
R699 
R385 
R299 
R616 
R489 

R5746 
R3809 

TRIMBLE ENSIGN HANDHELD GPS R3500 
NAVSTAR DINGHY-D DECCA R999 
YEOMAN PLOTTER R1390 

-ARM. 208 WINDSPEED & DIRECTION METER R1346 
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. 

MANY OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE 

MAIL ORDER: PHONE/FAX, CREDIT CARDS OR CHEQUES ACCEPT ABLE 

* Navst:a~ 
11 OLD MAIN ROAD GILLITTS 3610 

PO BOX 336 GILLITTS 3603 
TEL. <031) 764-1064 * FAX (031) 764-2360 
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CAPE TOWN 

LASERNAV 
19 LOUIS GRADNER STREET FORESHORE 8001 

PHONE (021) 215992, 217641 
FAX (021) 4198836 
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